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Wellness
Plans for
Healthy Pets
and Happy
Clients
Imagine a practice where clients bring
their pets in for check-ups, wellness
exams and vaccines without delay.
Does it sound too good to be true?
Wellness plans are the answer.
The Banfield® Model
Banfield Pet Hospital, a corporate chain of 780 veterinary
hospitals operating throughout the United States, began
offering Optimum Wellness Plans® for cats and dogs in
1988 and they have never looked back. “It just makes sense.
We went from focusing on sick and injured pets to increased
focus on preventative care,” says Dr. Karen Johnson, Vice
President and Client Advocate at the Banfield Pet Hospital
head office in Oregon. The Banfield model for wellness
plans offers four different preventive plans for canines and
felines based on the age of the pet and the pet’s needs. Plans
can include everything from vaccines and diagnostic testing
to dental cleanings and electrocardiograms.
Banfield structures their plans by financing the total into
12 monthly payments. The idea is that clients grow accustomed
to budgeting a monthly amount for their pet’s preventive
health plan. The monthly payments vary depending on location
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and plan, and range from $21.95 to $49.95 USD/month for
an adult dog and $17.95 to $39.95 USD/month for an adult
cat. The initial enrollment fee includes a pets first exam, making
entry into the program more appealing.“It makes it easier for
people to get the care their pets need when they can pay for
it on an incremental basis,” adds Dr. Johnson.
Unlimited office visits are included in every plan that
Banfield offers, which prompts pet owners to bring in their
pets the moment they suspect any issues. Dr. Johnson contends,
“Not having to pay for an office visit every time you walk in
gets clients in more often. Those not on a plan might wait to
bring in their sick pet... try to diagnose at home... then the
problem gets worse and when they finally bring in the pet,
the cost of care is that much higher because the problem
is more severe. The plans encourage clients not to wait.“
Including unlimited office visits in a wellness plan may
seem as though veterinarians would have to work more. In
fact, Banfield veterinarians still work their regularly scheduled
shifts; the difference is that they see more clients and are less
likely to have availability in their appointment calendars.
In addition to the services included in each plan are
overall discounts for other services starting at ten per cent
and going up to 20 per cent with Banfield’s Optimum Plan.
This provides an even greater incentive for clients to invest
in a wellness plan. Banfield hospitals average that 50 to 70
per cent of their client base are on a wellness plan. Clients
love the benefits of wellness plans so much that word of mouth
has been a big factor in client sign up.
Continued on page 36
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Continued from page 34

Johnson points out, “The doctors are motivated by the
fact that the plans allow them to focus their energy on
preventive care.”
“The only real objections to the plans that we get from
clients is that they want to think about it before they commit
to 12 months… or that they do not believe in anything
more than the bare minimum for their pet’s health,”
Dr. Johnson admits.
Other ways that Banfield promotes the plans they offer
is through professional brochures and exam room videos.
When it comes to promoting any program or service a hospital
provides, face-to-face communication is always the most
effective. Educating all staff on the details of each plan so
that they can discuss it with clients is necessary and ensures
they understand the logistics of how the payment plans work.
It is important to provide staff with a script to follow so they
can present the wellness plans in a succinct manner and
include essential details. It is critical that clients are aware of
any additional expenses that may be incurred over the year.
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The Payment Logistics
In 2010, cats not on a wellness plan averaged 1.42 visits
for the year, while those cats that were on a plan averaged 3.67
visits per year. Dogs not on a plan averaged 1.43 visits for
the year, and dogs on a plan averaged 2.86 visits per year.
While the numbers are positive in every way, these numbers
also indicate that wellness plans tend to encourage cat owners
to bring their cats in more often, something the veterinary
profession (through the Bayer/Brakke study) has identified as
an issue relating to the decrease in the number of client visits.
“The promotion of wellness plans for cats has helped to educate
clients about the necessity of prevention in improving cat health,”
adds Dr. Johnson.
Banfield wellness plans offer two comprehensive preventive
physical exams each year. To make it more time efficient, the
hospitals offer clients the option of dropping off their pet in
the morning so that the exams and in house blood testing can
be conducted during quieter times. When the client arrives to
pick up their pet, the doctor meets with them and goes over
the results of the exam and their blood test. If a client wishes
to be present for the exam, Banfield honours this request and
schedules them at a time that is convenient. If an illness is
found during an exam, it is treated as separate from the
wellness plan coverage. The focus of the wellness plan is
on preventive care, and catching problems early; not on
covering the cost of treatment.

Presenting the Concept
of Wellness Plans to Clients
Restructuring a veterinary hospital’s business model means
the delivery of improvements has to be managed in order to
benefit from the change. In other words, careful consideration
must be given to how these wellness plans are introduced
to clients.
Banfield has a polished process in which the veterinarian
introduces the plans to clients during their first visit. As Dr.
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Wellness plans require that a formal agreement be made
between the clinic and client as to what the plan includes
and what the payment structure entails.
Pre-authorized credit card payments are one option. How
these are set up will vary depending on who you bank with.
In general, the bank will provide a software program in order
for the hospital to set-up monthly payments that can be
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At this time, practice management
software companies do not have
an integrated system available
in Canada. According to a
representative from X-Charge,
a subsidiary of Avimark providing
payment transaction software in
the United States, their company
has been unable to “make it
work with Canadian banking
systems” but is aware of the
need. Practice owners are
encouraged to speak with their
bank regarding set up for
pre-authorized automatic
monthly credit card payments.
The amount of administrative
work (e.g. data entry)
required by the clinic to
enter a new client will
depend on the software
provided by each bank.
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withdrawn from a credit card and
deposited into the practice bank
account. In addition to current credit
card transaction charges veterinary
hospitals incur, there would be an
additional percentage per monthly
debit transaction. This will vary
depending on the credit card company,
but the average range is approximately
0.51 per cent to 1.46 per cent. Each
month, based on the pre-determined
date as written on the contract
between the hospital and
the client, the bank
will automatically
debit the clients
card and place
the money in the
practice’s account.
Pre-authorized
payments,
debited directly
from a client’s
bank account,
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are a more costly alternative than credit
card payments.
The other option is to consider other
ways to finance wellness plans. Practices
can provide a three month payment
plan where the client pays for the one
year plan with three equal payments
and/or offer the option to pay for the
entire wellness plan up front.
Regardless of how the plan is
structured, after 12 months the contract
expires and clients have the option to
renew. The best time to broach this
subject is when you have them in front
of you. Establish a system where the
client is aware that their wellness plan is
ending so that they have the opportunity
to renew or “upgrade” their plan before
their current one lapses.
If you have questions about this
article, Terra can be reached at
1.800.670.1702 ext 28 or
tshastri@ovma.org
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